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White Labeled                   
Brand Spot with an in-
dividual company logo 
and generate more 
user awareness. 

The eClear dashboard SPOT (Single Point of Truth)

In SPOT the user can see all shops, all markets, all transactions in one interface 
and make data-driven decisions for a successful business. The VAT and Cus-
toms clearing is integrated for over 100m SKUs. This UX designed BI tool is to  
analyse individual categories and draw conclusions about sales. All reports can 
be mapped easily and exported to the accounting department automatically. 
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EU Sales Distribution

Sales by Marketplaces / Countries

Integrate all shop sys-
tems and use the filter 
function for individual 
displays.

Connect SPOT with 
your tax advisor  
and create individual 
views.

Europe and the world in one smart overview - SPOT always shows the latest sales  
figures. It integrates all markets to which the merchant ships or wants to ship their goods. 
They can filter it by year and period to see the trends. In this map they see all sales  
statistics and draw important conclusions about his potential in different countries.

The merchant can integrate all the marketplaces they sells their goods through with 
one click using the eClear API. The chart shows where they are selling most successfully 
when filtering by destination country and also the sales in total. With this information 
the merchant can open up to new markets quickly.

Sales Performance

Sales performance at a glance. SPOT pulls all the data together and gives an overview of  
the sales statistics. The merchant can see a summary of their most important KPIs and draw 
first conclusions about their business and how they can become even more successful.
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Multishop          Tax Advisor Role
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Taxes and Sales

Through the integration of eClear VATRules, all the products are assigned the correct 
tax rates. All exceptions and special rules are automatically taken into account. With 
SPOT the user can immediately see the total of the delivery to the respective countries 
and the tax expenses. The intuitive traffic light system gives a warning of where a deli-
very threshold has been exceeded and tax registration is necessary.

Benefits of SPOT

     White label solution available

     Creating high level of customer loyalty 

    Modern and intuitive ux design 

    Accounting interface 

   Automated tax filing in 30+ countries

Filing Timetable

In the Filing Timetable the user can always see in which country they still has to  
register and file declarations in order to be tax compliant. With one click they can fill  
in the required forms with the correct data and send them immediately to the right  
tax authority. If a filing is missing the merchant will see this directly in this chart.  
This makes it easier for them to keep up with important deadlines and regulations. 
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Output configuration

SPOT is where all your eClear products come into play. The user can decide for them-
self which products they need and apply them directly. Whether it is the need for  
the correct tax rates, a required registration with the One-Stop-Shop within the EU,  
the desire for an automatic VAT declaration - everything can be configured here by the 
merchant themself. For sales outside the EU, eClear also offers the correct customs 
rates to be applied, according to the merchant‘s individual needs.
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     Data export to tax authorities in  
different countries 

     Shopping carts analytics 

    Integration of payment reconciliation 

     SPOT is already CESOP compliant

YOUR  
LOGO  
HERE
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